A velocity estimation procedure is described for walkaway VSP data. Ray tracing through a heterogeneous 2D model is iterated to optimize a functional based on the coherency along predicted moveout curves for reflected P events. The model is held fixed down to some chosen boundary at or below the receiver array while the velocities in conformable layers are allowed to vary below the boundary. This boundary could, for example, be the base of salt in a deep water offshore borehole seismic survey. Travel time inversion of direct travel times ensures that the overburden model has been calibrated, leaving the velocity profile in the layers belo w the boundary (e.g. base of salt) free. We use conventional travel time tomography to solve for velocity updates but map coherency into travel time so that an anti-coherency functional is minimized rather than residuals with respect to picked reflection times.
Introduction
Velocity prediction, particularly below salt is an important problem in exploration drilling because velocities are a fundamental input to pore pressure and fracture gradient (geomechanical) transforms. From velocities one can get predicted mud weights with which to drill a well. But velocities from surface seismic data can have a high degree of uncertainty, particularly below salt, due to a variety of problems: poor illumination, complex wave propagation, mode conversions, multiples. What is needed is a survey to predict velocit ies with reduced uncertainty so that wells can be drilled with reduced risk. A walkaway survey with the receiver array clamped in the salt is potentially such a survey.
Walkaway surveys have been acquired and processed for sub-salt velocity prediction , Leaney and Hornby (2006) ) but the prediction made thus far, as it is based on the base of salt reflection, only gives P and S impedances (and hence their ratio or Vp/Vs) immediately beneath the base of salt. What is needed is a technique to predict the velocity profile farther beneath the salt body, since overpressure zones can and have occurred there too. Indeed, the proposed technique can be used where geology permits to determine the velocity profile for improved migration imaging. But the technique proposed here does not seek to determine an arbitrarily varying 2D velocity field under the receivers, rather it seeks to solve a simpler problem -to determine a single velocity profile embedded in a conformable layer structure under some boundary that separates the target region from the overburden. In this way the geological complexity of the overburden and predicted region are honored but the problem remains tractable.
In such a setting the number of layers (reflectors) is unknown and there remains the so-called velocity-depth ambiguity -the same travel time can be obtained with a thick layer of slower velocity or a thinner layer of higher velocity. An additional problem is that we do not want to have to pick reflections as this is onerous and subjective. We seek a method that will allow us to handle in some reasonable way the non-uniqueness of the problem without the need to subjectively interpret the data. Constrained coherency inversion provides one such method.
The method t o be described here was inspired by earlier work by Leaney (2000) which sought to determine a 1D velocity profile from walkaway VSP data through coherency optimization but which was limited to simple geology with minimal lateral variation. That technique, in turn, was inspired by a much earlier technique due to ) which applied ray tracing and coherency optimization to determine velocity profiles from surface seismic CMP data. In the former case no picking of event times was necessary; in both cases the objective function to be optimized was a measure of coherency along moveout curves predicted by a forward modeling scheme. In the former the forward modeling was accomplished with effective VTI modeling, in the latter it was 2D ray tracing. Here we use 2D ray tracing and fit the data (optimize coherency) through a transformed tomographic approach, solving simultaneously a system of equations for velocity updates.
Theory and Method
Multi-offset ("walkaway") borehole seismic data recorded by an array of three-component geophones are assumed to have been processed to isolate P reflections arriving at the receivers. For a given source -receiver pair the travel time for a reflection is predicted from 2D ray tracing. This travel time computation is repeated for as many source and receiver positions as present in the walkaway survey. We thus have a travel time field which is a collection of times indexed by source, receiver and interface, i.e. reflection moveout times. A perturbation i n travel time will be related to a local perturbation in velocity through the standard tomographic equation 
The perturbed coherence for source i and receiver j in terms of the partials and perturbed velocities for node p and velocity in layer z is :
In order to compute the velocity update for layer z when the layer has 2D structure (e.g. constant dip or anticlinal concavity) an a priori model covariance matrix is constructed by assigning correlation between adjacent nodes within a layer. This spatial constraint is built in to the matrix inversion for velocity updates.
Other methodologies that do not adopt a conventional tomographic approach are also being investigated, for example Monte Carlo sampling of a parsimoniously parameterized velocity profile. For now we demonstrate our tomographic approach on synthetic data generated in a 2D salt model.
Example
To illustrate our method we have constructed a 2D model with deep water, dipping water bottom, a semi-tabular salt body and layering beneath the salt (Figure 1) . A walkaway survey has been simulated by placing an array of 20 receivers in the salt spaced at 50ft with the bottom most receiver 200ft from the base of salt. Primaries-only P-p reflections were computed with geometrical spreading and a zero phase 25Hz wavelet (Figure 2) . Figure 3 shows ray paths for two sub-salt reflections in this 2D model. 
Velocity profile prediction from walkaways
Figure 3. P-p rays for two sub-salt reflectors showing the reduced angular aperture due to the high velocity salt and refraction at the base of salt. This refraction and reduced angular aperture reduces reflection moveout sensitivity to velocity.
The ray paths in Figure 3 show a fundamental problem in velocity analysis under salt bodies; the strong velocity contrast and refraction at the base of salt reduces incidence angles and hence angular aperture and moveout within any given offset range. This reduces the sensitivity of moveout to changes in velocity and makes the velocity inversion proble m harder.
The starting model for the inversion is the 2D model down to a chosen boundary (the base of salt in this case) and a compaction power law trend under the boundary. For a real data case the picked direct arrival times together with travel time i nversion would be used to calibrate the overburden and hence satisfy the travel time field down to the receivers, in this case we start from the exact model down to the base of salt. Figure 4 shows the starting model for our velocity profile inversion. Figure 5 shows inversion results for two different compaction law initial models; the inversion was tolerably insensitive to the initial model for these tests. 
Discussion
We believe that determining velocities from walkaway reflection data is an important but difficult problem. It is important because walkaway data offer several advantages over surface data for velocity analysis -predictions are made from a known depth, the overburden is calibrated using direct times, the data generally have broader bandwidth, multiples are mostly removed through deterministic deconvolution, vector recording allows shear waves to be separated and used. The disadvantages relate to small coverage and reduced fold but it is also that angular aperture varies within the illuminated section or volume. This fact of geometry presents a challenge in regularizing the tomographic inverse problem. We have partially overcome this fundamental problem by our parameterization in terms of a v(z) velocity profile embedded in a 2D structural framework of conformable layers. The onerous task of picking reflection times has been obviated by minimizing an anti-coherence functional rather than the difference between predicted and interpreted reflection times. Our example is admittedly somewhat simple but illustrates the viability of our idea. We plan on showing results on elastic finite difference synthetics and models with sub-salt structure. And, of course, we expect to show a real data example.
Conclusions
We have described a method to invert processed walkaway P-wave reflection data for a velocity profile beneath a fixed boundary located at or below the receiver array. We start from a 2D model that is first calibrated to picked direct arrival times and then is held fixed while we invert reflections for a v(z) profile. To avoid the onerous task of picking reflection events we use a coherency functional, transforming a conventional travel time tomography problem in to one which minimizes an anti-coherency functional. The ill-posedness of the tomographic inverse Velocity profile prediction from walkaways problem due to unequal ray coverage is largely overcome by parameterizing the problem in terms of a v(z) profile embedded in a 2D structural model with conformable layers.
We showed results of our technique on synthetic data from a deep water salt model meant to be somewhat representative of Gulf of Mexico geology. The presence of the high velocity salt body makes the inverse problem more difficult but we were, nevertheless, able to recover something very close to the true model starting from different initial models.
